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Re: Five Corners Increasing Traffic Danger

March 31/2023

It continues to be of great concern for local residents that the ongoing traffic chaos gets more dangerous every year
at the confluence of Five Corners.
I’ve been informed that changes to the configuration at this corner will be addressed sometime within the ‘three-
year’ plan for this intersection. It’s very unclear how the city plans to effectively accomplish this, but at the very
least lower Johnston Road should be blocked off from speeding traffic continuing down this steep hill to the beach.
Pedestrians crossing from Johnston to Pacific via the rainbow crosswalk take life and death decisions crossing these
streets regularly. Young children trying to get to and from White Rock Elementary often need to to outrun cars
travelling at high speeds coming around this corner. Recently I observed three elementary age kids riding on ‘razor’
scooters carrying drinks just barely making it across the rainbow crosswalk before cars came racing down the hill
through the crossing. These cars often travel well over the speed limit. No surprise there. This is a beach town.
Cars stopped at the top of Buena Vista never know if a car coming down Johnston Road hill is going to go straight
and continue through to lower Johnston, or suddenly turn left towards Pacific Avenue. I’ve observed several near
misses as drivers inch out at the top of Buena Vista to get a clearer view up the hill, then have to suddenly brake to
avoid a collision. Lots of angry honking ensues. Pedestrians crossing here are almost hit on the sidewalk midway by
cars trying to nose out into the traffic at Johnston and Pacific. This intersection is especially treacherous for seniors
and disabled people.
Yesterday I helped woman who’d fallen down on the notorious uneven brick sidewalk at the corner of Buena Vista
at Pacific. Why haven’t the brick sidewalks been replaced from Thrift down to Pacific on the west side of Johnston
Road? Taxpayers have been waiting far too long for safer sidewalks, why isn’t this in the budget?
I’ve lived at Five Corners in the  for just over a year, but have lived and worked in White
Rock since 1978. The increase in car traffic due to unrestrained population growth in South Surrey and high rise
development in White Rock is the single major contributing factor to the traffic danger residents experience south of
Thrift Avenue, and throughout the upper Town Centre.
I can’t believe city council is waiting for a tragedy to occur before it sees fit to address this nightmare at Five
Corners. But you are waiting. And it will happen. I suggest mayor and council go stand at this corner and observe
for themselves the traffic chaos at any given time, on any day of the week. White Rock residents, and our children
and grandchildren deserve an immediate solution to this very serious problem. Find the money to fix this NOW.

J  Longworth

White Rock 
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